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Abstract—The goal of temporal knowledge graph embedding
(TKGE) is to represent the entities and relations in a given
temporal knowledge graph (TKG) as low-dimensional vectors
(i.e., embeddings), which preserve both semantic information
and temporal dynamics of the factual information. In this
paper, we posit that the intrinsic difficulty of existing TKGE
methods lies in the lack of information in KG snapshots with
timestamps, each of which contains the facts that co-occur at
a specific timestamp. To address this challenge, we propose
a novel self-supervised TKGE approach, THOR (Three-tower
grapH cOnvolution netwoRks (GCNs)), which extracts latent
knowledge from TKGs by jointly leveraging both temporal
and atemporal dependencies between entities and the structural
dependency between relations. THOR learns the embeddings
of entities and relations Our experiments on three real-world
datasets demonstrate that THOR significantly outperforms 13
competitors in terms of TKG completion tasks. The codebase of
THOR is available at https://github.com/EJHyun/THOR.

Index Terms—temporal knowledge graph, graph embedding

I. INTRODUCTION

A knowledge graph (KG) is a graph-structured knowledge
base that represents the factual information of the real world.
In a KG, each fact contains information that two entities have
a relationship with each other [1]; it is represented as the form
of a triple (a subject entity es, a relation ri, an object entity
eo). Motivated by the wide applicability of KG, there has been
a surge of research efforts in knowledge graph embedding
(KGE) [1]. KGE aims to represent the entities and relations
in a given KG as low-dimensional vectors (i.e., embeddings),
which preserve the semantic information of the facts expressed
by entities and relations.

We note that, in practice, many facts in KGs are only
temporarily valid, i.e., transient and impermanent. For in-
stance, a fact (Donald Trump, president of, USA) is only
valid from 2017 to 2021. However, the aforementioned KGE
methods were often designed for static KGs. To address this
limitation, many prior works have extended such static KGE
methods to consider the temporal dynamics of real-world facts,
which are called temporal KGE (TKGE) [1]–[3]. To this end,
most TKGE methods regard a TKG as a sequence of KG
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snapshots with timestamps, each of which contains the facts
that co-occur at a specific timestamp. Accordingly, TKGE
methods express a fact in the form of a quadruple (a subject
entity es, a relation ri, an object entity eo, a timestamp tx).

Recent TKGE methods can be categorized into two camps:
(C1) using timestamp embeddings [4]–[11] and (C2) using
multiple temporal embeddings of an entity [12]–[18]. In a nut-
shell, (C1) assumes that facts occurring at different timestamps
have different characteristics, thus representing each discrete
timestamp as an independent embedding. On the other hand,
(C2) assumes that the characteristic of each entity changes over
time, thus representing the same entity at different timestamps
as different temporal embeddings.

However, we posit that the intrinsic difficulty of TKGEs,
whether (C1) or (C2), lies in the serious lack of information in
each KG snapshot at a specific timestamp. As the information
in a graph has stretched out thinly across adjacent timestamps,
this insufficient information in TKGEs fails to accurately
capture both the characteristic of timestamp (i.e., (C1)) and
that of each entity per timestamp (i.e., (C2)). It is well
known that the density of real-world graph data including
TKGs is significantly low [19], [20]. This lack of information
becomes much more severe in each KG snapshot, whose
density is extremely low. Thus, we claim that existing TKGE
methods face difficulties in obtaining high-quality timestamp
embeddings or temporal embeddings of each entity.

To address this challenge in existing TKGE methods, we
strive to extract more latent knowledge from TKGs. First,
we observed that most TKGE methods do not effectively
consider the intrinsic and permanent properties of entities,
which we refer to atemporal properties. For instance, a fact
(UK, participates in,EU, 1973−2020) becomes invalid af-
ter the Brexit. However, the economic, political, and geo-
graphical roles of the UK with European countries do not
disappear completely after the Brexit. In order to better un-
derstand each entity’s characteristic per timestamp, therefore,
we need to exploit both temporal and atemporal properties.
Second, we observed that no existing TKGE methods consider
the structural dependency between relations in a TKG. For
instance, both relations ‘founded’ and ‘employ’ may co-
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occur with the same entities ‘company’ or ‘employee’ in a
TKG, while a relation ‘make war’ rarely co-occurs with the
entities ‘company’ or ‘employee.’ Therefore, one intuition
is to capture the co-occurring relations by the same entities
(that we call structural dependencies) to compensate the lack
of information in a TKG.

In this work, we aim to jointly leverage (1) both tempo-
ral and atemporal dependencies between entities and (2) the
structural dependency between relations while (3) addressing
the lack of information when learning the temporal embed-
dings of each entity. Towards this goal, we propose a self-
supervised TKGE approach, named as THOR: Three-tower
grapH cOnvolution netwoRks (GCNs).

We design three-tower GCNs with different roles: Temporal
GCN (TempGCN, in short), aTemporal GCN (aTempGCN,
in short), and Relation GCN (RelGCN, in short). Given a
fact (es, ri, eo, tx), THOR obtains es’s and eo’s temporal
embeddings with respect to tx (by TempGCN), es’s and eo’s
atemporal embeddings (by aTempGCN), and a ri’s embedding
(by RelGCN). Finally, THOR learns the embeddings of
entities and relations via the following two objectives: (O1)
to maximize the likelihood of the facts in a TKG; (O2) to
make the temporal embeddings of each entity more accurate.
For (O1), we employ a negative log-likelihood loss [6], while
for (O2), we propose a novel time-aware self-supervised loss
that learns auxiliary supervision signals of each entity.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• Effective TKGE Approach: THOR jointly leverages both

temporal and atemporal dependencies between entities as
well as the structural dependency between relations.

• Novel Self-Supervised Loss: We propose a novel time-
aware self-supervised loss (T-SSL) that successfully ad-
dresses the lack of information in TKGs.

• Comprehensive Validation: THOR outperforms sig-
nificantly state-of-the-art TKGE methods, T-GAP [8],
TeLM [9], ChronoR [7], and HERCULES [10], providing
up to 24.42%, 21.44%, 21.44%, and 9.37% higher accuracy
in link prediction tasks, respectively, in terms of mean
reciprocal rank (MRR).

II. RELATED WORK

Static KGE Methods. Given a fact (es, ri, eo), TransE [21]
and TransH [22] minimize the distance between embeddings
of two entities es and eo where one of them is translated
by an embedding of a relation ri, e.g., es + ri ≈ eo.
RotatE [23] learns each relation as a rotation (i.e., rather than
translation) from the subject entity to the object entity, e.g.,
es ◦ ri ≈ eo, where ◦ indicates the Hadamard product. Lastly,
ComplEx [24] learns embeddings of entities and relations
by decomposing a 3rd-order tensor including subject entities,
relations, and object entities. In recent years, as deep neural
networks (DNNs) have proven to be effective for representa-
tion learning in various domains (e.g., computer vision and
natural language processing), many researchers have applied
DNNs to static KGE [1]. However, none of these methods took
the temporal dynamics into consideration in their designs.

TKGE Methods. To address this limitation, various TKGE
methods have been proposed. First, TNTComplEx [5], TIME-
PLEX [6], and TeLM [9] learn embeddings of entities, rela-
tions, timestamps by decomposing a 4th-order tensor including
subject entities, relations, object entities, and timestamps.
ChronoR [7] defines a relation-timestamp pair as a rotation
from a subject entity to an object entity and then learns
the embeddings in the same way as in RotatE [23]. DE-
SimplE [12] represents each entity into a diachronic em-
bedding in which a fraction of features reflects its own
characteristics per timestamp. HyTE [4] projects entities and
relations on a hyperplane of each timestamp and then learns
the embeddings of entities and relations based on static KGE
methods such as TransE [21]. HERCULES [10] projects
entities on a hyperbolic space of each relation-timestamp pair
and then minimizes the distances between entities that occur
in the same facts on the hyperbolic space.

Recent studies have extended the existing GCN to cap-
ture the structural dependency between entities in a TKG.
In particular, T-GAP [8] represents the difference between
timestamps of two facts (i.e., temporal displacement) into an
independent embedding. On the other hand, TeMP [13] obtains
each temporal embedding of each entity with respect to each
timestamp by only using each KG snapshot. Then, it enriches
multiple temporal embeddings of each entity based on a gated
recurrent unit or a self-attention mechanism.

As discussed in Section I, the intrinsic difficulty of TKGEs
lies in the lack of information in each KG snapshot at a specific
timestamp. Furthermore, none of the existing TKGE methods
jointly leverages both temporal and atemporal dependencies
between entities and structural dependency between relations.

III. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK: THOR
A. Overview

The TKGE problem is formulated as follows. Let G =
{(es, ri, eo, tx)} ⊂ E × R × E × T be a given TKG,
where E = {e1, e2, · · · , en} represents a set of n entities,
R = {r1, r2, · · · , rm} represents a set of m relations, and
T = {t1, t2, · · · , tl} represents a set of l timestamps. For a
fact (es, ri, eo, tx), in a TKG G, two entities es (i.e., subject)
and eo (i.e., object) are represented as nodes, and a pair (ri, tx)
of a relation ri and a timestamp tx is represented as a label
of an edge from es to eo. Given a fact (es, ri, eo, tx), we aim
to learn d-dimensional embeddings of entities es, eo ∈ E and
a relation ri ∈ R such that the proximities among es, eo, and
ri at a specific timestamp tx in a TKG are preserved.

We present the overall procedure of THOR (see Fig-
ure 1). Table I summarizes a list of notations. Given a fact
(es, ri, eo, tx) in a TKG G, THOR preforms each of three
tower GCNs with different roles, i.e., TempGCN, aTempGCN,
and RelGCN. Via TempGCN, THOR obtains a temporal
embedding es(tx) (resp. eo(tx)) of an entity es (resp. eo) w.r.t
timestamp tx. Via aTempGCN, THOR obtains an atemporal
embedding ẽs (resp. ẽo) of the entity es (resp. eo). Via
RelGCN, THOR obtains an embedding ri of a relation ri.
Then, THOR aggregates each entity’s temporal embedding



Fig. 1: Overview of THOR, which consists of three-tower GCNs (i.e., TempGCN, aTempGCN, and RelGCN).

TABLE I: Notations used in this paper
Notation Description

G,K Temporal knowledge graph and relation-relation graph
E , R, T Sets of entities, relations, and timestamps

es, ri, eo, tx Subject entity, relation, object entity, and timestamp

es(tx), eo(tx) Temporal embeddings of es and eo with respect to tx
ẽs, ẽo Atemporal embeddings of es and eo

hs(tx), ho(tx) Fused embeddings of es and eo with respect to tx
ri Relation embedding of ri

L Number of TempGCN, aTempGCN, and RelGCN Layers
←−
Ns(G, tx) Set of pairs of an entity es′ and a relation ri′ included in es’s

incoming facts at tx in G; it used for TempGCN
←−
Ns(G) Set of pairs of an entity es′ and a relation ri′ included in es’s

all incoming facts in G; it used for aTempGCN
←−
Ni(K) Set of ri’s incoming relations rj in K; it used for RelGCN

w.r.t tx and its atemporal embedding, and thus construct a
fused embedding of the corresponding entity. Finally, THOR
infers the likelihood for the fact (es, ri, eo, tx) based on a score
function. Lastly, THOR jointly optimizes the following two
losses: (1) negative log-likelihood loss (NLL) [6] and (2) our
proposed time-aware self-supervised loss (T-SSL).

B. Three-Tower GCNs

1) TempGCN: Given a query fact (es, ri, eo, tx),
TempGCN simultaneously exploits factual information
expressed by each entity at both a timestamp tx and its
adjacent past and future timestamps tx±w within w from tx.
The intuition behind this design is that the characteristics of
each entity may change over time, but not dramatically at
each granularity of timestamps.

We here explain the way of obtaining a temporal em-
bedding of es w.r.t tx from TempGCN because both es’s
and eo’s temporal embeddings are obtained similarly. Based
on the above intuition, TempGCN represents es’s temporal
embedding es(tx) w.r.t tx by aggregating factual information
expressed by es at tx and tx±w:

es(tx)
l+1 = es(tx)

l+∑
−w≤k≤w

∑
(es′ ,ri′ )∈

←−
Ns(G,tx+k)

1

c
(es′ (tx+k)

l ◦ ri′ ), (1)

where ◦ and l ∈ {1, · · · , L} represent the element-wise prod-
uct and the l-th TempGCN layer, respectively;

←−
Ns(G, tx+k)

represents a set of entity-relation pairs (es′ , ri′) included in
es’s incoming facts occurring at tx+k; c is a normalization
constant, which is normally defined by the degree of nodes in
GCNs [1], [25]; w determines es’s neighborhood at a specific
timestamp tx, i.e., the range of past/future timestamps. THOR
considers es(tx)

L obtained from the L-th TempGCN layer as
es’s final temporal embedding es(tx) w.r.t tx.

Via TempGCN, THOR can capture the characteristic of
each entity per timestamp while partially addressing the lack
of information in TKG snapshots.

2) aTempGCN: Given a query fact (es, ri, eo, tx),
aTempGCN captures the atemporal dependency between each
entity and its neighborhood, which indicates relations and
other entities included in the corresponding entity’s facts,
in the whole TKG. Note that each entity has the intrinsic
and permanent property. Although such a property helps to
accurately understand an entity’s characteristics, most TKGE
methods do not capture the atemporal property of each entity.

To address this limitation, aTempGCN represents es’s atem-
poral embedding ẽs, as follows, by aggregating factual infor-
mation expressed by es across all timestamps:

ẽl+1
s = ẽls +

∑
(es′ ,ri′ )∈

←−
Ns(G)

1

c
(ẽls′ ◦ ri′ ), (2)

where
←−
Ns(G) represents a set of entity-relation pairs (es′ , ri′)

included in all incoming facts of es happening over all
timestamps. THOR considers ẽsL obtained from the L-th
aTempGCN layer as es’s final atemporal embedding ẽs.

Via aTempGCN, THOR can now exploit both temporal and
atemporal properties of entities.

3) RelGCN: Given a query fact (es, ri, eo, tx), RelGCN
captures the structural dependency between co-occurring re-
lations. To this end, we identify relations (i.e., ri’s neighbor-
hood) that co-occur with ri by the same entities in a TKG G.
Once those relations are identified, we can convert a TKG G
as a relation-relation graph K = {(ri, rj) ⊂ R×R}.

We design two conditions to identify two co-occurring
relations ri and rj in a TKG G: (1) do ri and rj exist in
the incoming and outgoing facts expressed by the same entity,
respectively, in G?; (2) do the differences between timestamps



Fig. 2: Toy example for the process of converting a TKG
G as a relation-relation graph K when w=2 in RelGCN. In
Figure 2-(b), the bold arrows indicate directed edges in K.

of the facts including ri and rj not exceed a predefined
threshold?. It should be noted that this design choice is to
consider the transient characteristics of each entity (rather
than each relation). As such, we use the parameter w used in
TempGCN as the threshold for the second condition as well.

Figure 2 illustrates the process of converting a TKG G as a
relation-relation graph K when w is set to 2. In Figure 2-(a),
an entity e8 has an incoming fact (e0, r1, e8, t2) and three out-
going facts (e8, r2, e7, t1), (e8, r3, e3, t4), and (e8, r7, e5, t10).
In this case, we generate the directed edges from r1 to other
relations in K. To this end, two outgoing facts (e8, r2, e7, t1),
(e8, r3, e3, t4) (i.e., rather than (e8, r7, e5, t10)) are used only
since the differences between those timestamps t1, t4 and the
timestamp t2 of the incoming fact do not exceed the predefined
threshold (i.e., w = 2). As shown in Figure 2-(b), K has two
directed edges from r1 to r2, r3, not to r7.

Now, RelGCN represents ri’s embedding ri, as follows, by
aggregating ri’s neighborhood in K:

rl+1
i = (1− α)rli + α

∑
rj∈
←−
Ni(K)

1

c
(rlj), (3)

where
←−
Ni(K) represents a set of ri’s incoming relations

in a relation-relation graph K. It is worth noting that both
TempGCN and aTempGCN use the original TKG G while
RelGCN uses an inferred graph K; in this sense, we introduce
α so that the weight of self-connection becomes higher than
that of neighborhood. THOR considers rLi obtained from the
L-th RelGCN layer as ri’s final relation embedding ri.

Via RelGCN, THOR can capture latent structural depen-
dency between relations in a TKG.

C. Inference and Training

1) Inference: Given a query fact (es, ri, eo, tx), THOR
obtains two entities’ temporal embeddings es(tx), eo(tx) w.r.t
tx (by TempGCN), two entities’ atemporal embeddings ẽs, ẽo
(by aTempGCN), and a relation’s embedding ri (by RelGCN).
Then, THOR fuses es’s temporal embedding es(tx) w.r.t tx
and es’s atemporal embeddings ẽs, and constructs es’s fused
embedding hs(tx) w.r.t tx, i.e., hs(tx) = (1−λ)(es(tx))+λẽs,
where λ controls the balance between es(tx) and ẽs. In the
same manner, THOR constructs eo’s fused embedding ho(tx)
w.r.t tx. Then, a score function ϕ(es, ri, eo, tx) for the query
fact (es, ri, eo, tx) is defined as follows:

ϕ(es, ri, eo, tx) = (hs(tx) ◦ ri) · ho(tx), (4)

where ◦ and · represent the element-wise product and the dot
product, respectively.

TABLE II: Dataset statistics
Datasets ICEWS14 ICEWS05-15 YAGO11k

|Entities| 7,128 10,488 10,552
|Relations| 230 251 10

T Period 2014 2005 ∼ 2015 -431 ∼ 2844
Granularity day day year

Facts
|Training| 72,826 368,962 16,408
|Validation| 8,941 46,275 2,050
|Test| 8,963 46,092 2,051

2) Training: Finally, THOR learns the embeddings of
entities and relations by jointly optimizing NLL and T-SSL.

First, NLL is defined as follows [6], [7], [9]:

LNLL = −
∑

(es,ri,eo,tx)∈G
(log p(es|ri, eo, tx) + log p(eo|es, ri, tx)) ,

(5)

p(es|ri, eo, tx) =
exp(ϕ(es, ri, eo, tx))∑

eo′∈(es,ri,?,tx) exp(ϕ(es, ri, eo′ , tx))
,

p(eo|es, ri, tx) =
exp(ϕ(es, ri, eo, tx))∑

es′∈(?,ri,eo,tx) exp(ϕ(es′ , ri, eo, tx))
,

(6)

where p(es|ri, eo, tx) and p(eo|es, ri, tx) represent each query
fact’s likelihood w.r.t a subject entity es and an object entity
eo, respectively. Also, eo′ (resp. es′ ) represents the randomly-
sampled entities among the entities, which do not appear in
the facts (es, ri, ?, tx) (resp. (?, ri, eo, tx)) expressed by es, ri
(resp. eo, ri) at tx in G. Intuitively, the goal of NLL is to
achieve a high likelihood for each query fact (i.e., existent
fact) and a low likelihood for each randomly-sampled non-
existent fact. Via NLL, THOR can accurately preserve the
semantic information of facts in the embedding space.

Furthermore, we propose a novel time-aware self-supervised
loss (T-SSL) that addresses the lack of information when
learning the temporal embeddings of each entity. Given a
fact (es, ri, eo, tx), we jointly learn the additional information
w.r.t each entity es (resp. eo) from KG snapshots with other
timestamps: (1) each entity es’s (resp. eo’s) temporal em-
beddings w.r.t adjacent timestamps from tx; (2) the temporal
embeddings of other entities that never co-occur with each
entity es (resp. eo) in the whole TKG.

We design the following two supervision signals for each
entity es w.r.t a specific timestamp tx:
• Supervision 1: It has similar characteristics between es’s

temporal embedding es(tx) w.r.t tx and es’s temporal em-
beddings es(tx±w) w.r.t tx±w.

• Supervision 2: It has dissimilar characteristics between
es’s temporal embedding es(tx) w.r.t tx and es′ ’s temporal
embeddings es′(tx) w.r.t tx if no facts expressed by es and
es′ exist in a TKG G.
Based on both signals, T-SSL is defined as follows:

LT−SSL = −
∑

(es,ri,eo,tx)∈G
(log s(es, tx) + log s(eo, tx)), (7)

s(es, tx) =
sim(es, tx)

sim(es, tx) + dis sim(es, tx)
, (8)

sim(es, tx) =
∑

−w≤k≤w
k ̸=0

exp(es(tx) ◦ es(tx+k)/τ),
(9)

dis sim(es, tx) =
∑

es′ /∈
←→
Ns(G)

exp (es(tx) ◦ es′ (tx)/τ), (10)



TABLE III: Accuarcies of 13 competitors and THOR. ‘GAIN’ indicates the degree of accuracy improvement by THOR over
the best competitor. THOR significantly outperforms all competitors in almost all cases.

Venues Methods ICEWS14 ICEWS05-15 YAGO11k
MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10 MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10 MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10

(1) Static KGE Methods

NeurIPS’13 TransE 0.326 15.4 43.0 64.4 0.330 15.2 44.0 66.0 0.053 0.6 6.9 12.6
ICLR’15 DistMult 0.441 32.5 49.8 66.8 0.457 33.8 51.5 69.1 0.159 12.0 16.2 23.6
ICML’16 ComplEx 0.442 40.0 43.0 66.4 0.464 34.7 52.4 69.6 0.153 11.8 15.4 22.0

NeurIPS’18 SimplE 0.458 34.1 51.6 68.7 0.478 35.9 53.9 70.8 0.190 13.9 20.1 29.4

(2) State-of-the-art TKGE Methods

EMNLP’18 HyTE 0.297 10.8 41.6 65.5 0.316 11.6 44.5 68.1 0.135 3.3 - 29.8
AAAI’20 DE-SimplE 0.526 41.8 59.2 72.5 0.513 39.2 57.8 74.8 0.151 8.7 - 26.7
ICLR’20 TNT-ComplEx 0.560 46.0 61.0 74.0 0.600 50.0 65.0 78.0 0.180 11.0 - 31.2

EMNLP’20 TIMEPLEX 0.604 51.5 65.7 77.1 0.639 54.6 69.9 81.8 0.236 16.9 - 36.7
EMNLP’20 TeMP 0.607 48.4 68.4 84.0 0.691 56.6 78.2 91.7 0.201 11.9 21.6 36.7
NAACL’21 TeLM 0.625 54.5 67.3 77.4 0.678 59.9 72.8 82.3 0.191 12.9 19.4 32.1
AAAI’21 ChronoR 0.625 54.6 66.8 77.3 0.684 61.0 73.0 82.1 - - - -
KDD’21 T-GAP 0.610 50.9 67.7 79.0 0.670 56.8 74.3 84.5 0.164 11.3 16.8 26.4
ACL’21 HERCULES 0.694 65.0 71.5 77.9 0.735 68.6 76.1 82.9 0.224 16.2 23.0 34.0

THOR 0.759 71.1 79.2 84.4 0.799 75.0 83.1 88.2 0.246 18.6 26.3 35.9
GAIN 9.37% 9.38% 10.77% 0.48% 8.71% 9.33% 6.27% -3.82% 4.24% 10.06% 14.35% -2.18%

where s(es, tx) and s(eo, tx) represent the scores for the
supervision signals w.r.t a subject entity es and an object entity
eo, respectively; sim(es, tx) and dis sim(es, tx) represent the
functions designed for Supervision 1 and Supervision 2 of
es, respectively; in Eq. (10),

←→
Ns(G) represents a set of es’s

incoming and outgoing facts in a TKG G; τ indicates the
hyper-parameter of T-SSL.

By jointly optimizing the above losses, the final loss func-
tion of THOR is defined as follows:

L = LNLL + βLT−SSL, (11)

where β controls the weight of T-SSL.

IV. EVALUATION

We designed our experiments, aiming at answering the
following key evaluation questions (EQs):
• EQ1: Does THOR outperform its competitors for TKGE?
• EQ2: Is the idea of capturing both temporal and atemporal

dependencies between entities effective for TKGE?
• EQ3: Is the idea of capturing the structural dependency

between relations effective for TKGE?

A. Experimental Settings

Datasets. We used three real-world TKG datasets: (1) Inte-
grated Crisis Early Warning System in 2014 (ICEWS14, in
short), (2) ICEWS from 2005 to 2015 (ICEWS05-15, in short),
and (3) Yet Another Great Ontology (YAGO11k, in short).
Table II shows the dataset statistics. All the datasets including
training, validation, and test sets are publicly available.1,2

Competitors. We employed 4 static KGE methods as base-
lines, i.e., TransE [21], DistMult [26], ComplEx [24], and Sim-
plE [27], which do not consider the temporal dynamics of real-
world facts. In addition, we compare THOR against 9 state-
of-the-art TKGE methods, i.e., HyTE [4], DE-SimplE [12],
TNTComplEx [5], TIMEPLEX [6], TeMP [13], T-GAP [8],
TeLM [9], ChronoR [7], and HERCULES [10].

1https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/icews
2https://github.com/malllabiisc/HyTE

Evaluation Tasks. We employed two types of interpolation
tasks: (1) subject entity prediction and (2) object entity pre-
diction. The goal of both tasks is to complete missing facts
(spec., entities) per existent timestamp in an input TKG. We
measured the accuracies of THOR and competitors by using
the following two popular measures: mean reciprocal rank
(MRR) and Hits@k (k=1,3,10). For all of our experiments,
we report average values of accuracies for both subject and
object entity prediction tasks per method.3

Implementation Details. For the full reproducibility of our
research, we provide complete implementation details at https:
//sites.google.com/view/thor-icdm22/implementation.

B. Results

Due to space limitations, we omit some results in this paper.
Instead, the details for all experiments are available at https:
//sites.google.com/view/thor-icdm22/results.
EQ1: Comparisons with 13 Competitors. We demonstrate
the superiority of THOR over four static KGE methods and
nine state-of-the-art TKGE methods. In Table III, the values
in boldface and underlined indicate the best and 2nd best
accuracies in each column (i.e., each measure), respectively.
First, among the competitors except for THOR, no single
method consistently outperforms all others. Best competitors
change depending on datasets and measures. Second and most
importantly, THOR significantly outperforms all competitors
in almost all cases. It indicates that the embeddings obtained
by THOR accurately preserve both semantic information and
temporal dynamics of facts in the embedding space.
EQ2: Effectiveness of Jointly Capturing Temporal and
Atemporal Dependencies between Entities. To validate the
effectiveness of TempGCN and aTempGCN, we made the
following three variants of THOR:

3We quoted the accuracies of competitors in their respective papers. Since
TransE, DistMult, ComplEx, SimplE, TeMP, T-GAP, HERCULES, and
ChronoR have not been evaluated on YAGO11k, we obtained their accuracies
by using the source codes provided by the authors. However, the accuracies
of ChronoR could not be obtained since its source code is not available.

https://sites.google.com/view/thor-icdm22/implementation
https://sites.google.com/view/thor-icdm22/implementation
https://sites.google.com/view/thor-icdm22/results
https://sites.google.com/view/thor-icdm22/results


TABLE IV: The ablation studies for THOR on ICEWS14
Variants MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10

(a)
THOR(Tw=0) 0.328 29.6 34.0 37.9

THOR(aT) 0.637 56.8 67.7 76.4
THOR(Tw=8&aT) 0.673 61.1 70.7 78.9

(b) THOR(Tw=8&aT)SSL 0.746 70.5 77.0 81.6

(c) THOR(Tw=8&aT&Rw=8)SSL 0.759 71.1 79.2 84.4

• THOR(Tw=0) uses TempGCN based on the factual in-
formation expressed by each entity only in a single KG
snapshot with a specific timestamp (i.e., w=0 in Eq. (1)).

• THOR(aT) uses aTempGCN only.
• THOR(Tw=8&aT) jointly uses TempGCN that addition-

ally exploits the factual information at adjacent past and
future timestamps (spec., w=8 in Eq. (1)) and aTempGCN.
Table IV-(a) shows the results. First, by only using the

insufficient information in each KG snapshot, THOR(Tw=0)
fails to obtain high-quality temporal embeddings of each
entity. Second, we can achieve relatively high accuracy in
TKG completion tasks if THOR exploits solely the atemporal
properties of entities. Lastly, we see that THOR(Tw=8&aT)
outperforms both THOR(Tw=0) and THOR(aT). The results
show that (1) the additional usage of the factual information at
adjacent past and future timestamps is effective in addressing
the lack of information in a TKG, and (2) THOR generates
a considerable synergy effect when jointly leveraging both
temporal and atemporal dependencies between entities.

It should be noted that we designed T-SSL to address the
lack of information when learning the temporal embeddings of
each entity. To validate this design choice, we further compare
THOR(Tw=8&aT) with its another variant equipped with T-
SSL, denoted as THOR(Tw=8&aT)SSL. Table IV-(b) shows
that THOR can effectively address the lack of information in
TKG snapshots by employing T-SSL, thereby obtaining high-
quality temporal embeddings of each entity.
EQ3: Effectiveness of Capturing Structural Dependency
between Relations. To validate the effectiveness of Rel-
GCN, we compare THOR(T&aT)SSL with its another vari-
ant, denoted as THOR(T&aT&R)SSL, that jointly lever-
ages all three-tower GCNs of THOR, i.e., TempGCN,
aTempGCN, and RelGCN. For THOR(T&aT)SSL and
THOR(T&aT&R)SSL, we set all w (i.e., in TempGCN and
RelGCN) to 8. Table IV-(c) shows that THOR effectively
learns each relation’s embedding based on the dependencies
between co-occurring relations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We pointed out the deficiency of existing TKGE methods
with respect to their lack of information when temporal
dimension is added. To address this challenge, we proposed
a novel self-supervised TKGE approach, THOR. In THOR,
we designed three-tower GCNs, i.e., TempGCN, aTempGCN,
and RelGCN, to jointly leverage both temporal and atemporal
dependencies between entities and the structural dependency
between relations. Furthermore, we proposed a novel T-SSL
that learns auxiliary supervision signals of entities. Via exper-
iments using three real-world TKG datasets, we demonstrated

that (1) THOR successfully addresses the lack of information
in TKGs and (2) THOR significantly outperforms 4 static
KGE methods and 9 state-of-the-art TGKE methods.
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